
Increase Accuracy and Productivity with Fast and Reliable Data 

Collection and Boost Efficiency in Supply Chain Execution.

Data ColleCtion 
StuDio

Benefits 
1  InCREASES PRoDuCtIvIty   

of your workforce by providing real-time 
mobile access to Microsoft Dynamics aX 
2012 on handheld and vehicle mounted 
devices.

2  EnSuRES EASy AnD RElIABlE DAtA 
CollECtIon 
via barcodes or keyboard input, thereby 
reducing allocation errors and increasing 
inventory accuracy of information and 
delivery of goods.

 
3  DElIvERS vISIBIlIty oF PRoCESSES  

in inbound, warehouse, and outbound 
logistics by providing support to high-
volume transactions. 

4  PRovIDES FAmIlIAR, EASy to lEARn 
AnD uSE,   
mobile aX forms for fast and accurate 
data collection using text-to-speech 
technology.

5  oFFERS A nAtIvE moBIlE ClIEnt   
based on Microsoft Dynamics aX 2012 
based on Windows 8 style—eliminating 
the need for other technologies, thereby 
reducing the cost of implementation and 
ownership.

6  RunS on WInDoWS moBIlE AnD 
WInDoWS CE   
devices from industry leaders such as 
Motorola and Honeywell (lXe, intermec).

Do you require your warehouse or manufacturing workers to register transactions like goods 

receiving, transfer, and picking rapidly and efficiently, by using handheld or vehicle-mounted 

devices? Columbus offers the solution to ensure fast, cost effective data collection from remote 

locations. Columbus Data Collection Studio delivers Microsoft Dynamics AX standard and 

customized functionality, including barcode data collection, to industrial PDAs.

Columbus Data Collection Studio 2013 provides your workers with remote access to Microsoft 

Dynamics AX 2012. The solution supports many standard Microsoft Dynamics AX processes, 

ranging from inbound, to warehouse, and outbound logistics.

Data Collection Studio 2013 runs on the handheld devices made by industry leaders, without 

dependency on device types or brands. It only requires Windows Mobile or CE. Because Data 

Collection Studio runs on native Microsoft Dynamics AX, AX developers and consultants can 

further customize the forms to adapt to customer requirements. The solution provides a 

standardized integration with Bartender. You can design labels in Bartender and print labels from 

your handheld device.

6: Supply Chain 
Solutions



FeatuReS

ABout ColumBuS:

Columbus currently employs over 1,000 dedicated professionals working out of

41 offices in 21 countries. With more than 20 years experience and 6,000 successful 

business cases, Microsoft recognizes Columbus as a top global partner and has

presented the company with virtually every award and certification available.

’Columbus’ is a part of the registered trademark ‘Columbus IT’

WAnT To knoW MorE?
For more information on Columbus, 
including case studies, videos and 
white-papers, visit
www.columbusglobal.com

Data collection

ensures fast and reliable data collection by using barcode 
scanning that supports multiple barcode formats (uCC/ean).

standardized processes

allows your warehouse workers to work remotely and in real time 
with standard Microsoft Dynamics.

User experience

Delivering exceptional user experience with Windows 8 style user 
interface and text-to speech technology.

Label printing

Provides standardized integration with Bartender in order to 
design and print labels on (mobile) printers.

inbound logistics

Supports standardized processes of receiving and put-away 
processes.

Warehouse logistics

Supports standardized processes of counting, printing, refilling, 
transport, and shipping.

Outbound logistics

Supports standardized processes of picking and shipping.

Multiple industries

Supports standardized warehousing and distribution processes in 
distribution, manufacturing, and retail.


